
DNA based Sexing in Birds                   (Non technical Reader) 

 
 

The primitive concern about well  being of every bird do include its sex recognition.  

In certain species, identifying male and female is based on phenotypic appearances 

like house sparrow. Appearance based identification is usually termed as sexual 

dimorphism (as identifying man and women based on gross appearance). In majority 

of passerine species, predicting gender is always challenging where even experienced 

ornithologists may have problems with sex identification (sexual monomorphism).   

Currently, DNA based testing facility is being used for determining bird sex. Briefly, 

in birds, each cell contains two salient portions namely cytoplasm and nucleus (Lets 

make an analogy: consider dry apricot as a representative bird cell. Outer edible dry 

coat can be called cytoplasm, inner hard shell encasing almond is the nucleus and 

almond may be enumerated as chromosome. Sometime, while cracking, we may find 

two almonds and sometime one in these shells). Now comes a tricky portion, in 

females 2 sex chromosomes different in name and shape are present (i-e: ZW two 

almonds) while in males two similar chromosome identical in name are present (ZZ-



one almond as both ZZ are same in shape). 

Specimen Choice and Processing Time 

Now we understand that we need cells (dry apricots) to look for chromosome ZZ/ZW 

(almond count). So primary thing would be identification of right specimen. Freshly 

emerging feathers with intact roots, nail clippings with minor portion of skin or blood 

(3cc.) are common choices. Conventionally, donation of feathers under wings is 

preferred as it is least invasive both for handler and bird. Only feathers with intact 

roots containing nucleus (almond coating) are required. Based on delayed processing 

influenced by shipment, laboratory processing queues, samples choice and quality is 

of valued concern both for owner and laboratory. Blood sample should be processed 

within a month for this test. Nail clips should be processed within 15 days, feather 

once removed should be processed within a week’s time.   

Testing Technique and Duration of Test in Laboratory 

In a prefect world, processing of these specimens (feather/nail/blood) is 24- 72 hrs. 

Steps include in this procedure are 1) DNA isolation (removing outshell of dry 

apricot- exposing almond) 2) *PCR – Based identification of sex (counting almond 

number 2=female 1=male)  3) *Report--- (Double check- reporting)  

• We are intentionally avoiding several mid steps for simplistic understanding. 

 

 

Dr Faraz A Malik is offering this screening facility at Pet Lariab Laboratories and can 

be contacted at fraz_cemb@yahoo.com/ 0300-9656522. 

 

 

	


